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To be a leader in
integrated rural health care

About
Mansfield
District
Hospital

OUR VALUES
QUALITY
We believe in providing a high quality, effective and accessible health service
that reflects best practice.

INTEGRITY
We believe it imperative to be open, honest, transparent and ethical in our
decision making and business transactions.

SUPPORT
We believe in providing a respectful, safe, fair and equitable environment
for our staff where scholarship is valued and professional development is
advanced.

SUSTAINABILITY
We believe in sustainable business and environmental practice.

AT A GLANCE
Mansfield is located 188 km north east of Melbourne in the dramatic
landscapes of Victoria’s High Country renowned for its natural beauty and
alpine mountains. Mansfield is very close to two large lakes, Lake Eildon
and Lake Nillahcootie. The closest regional centres are Wangaratta (103km)
and Shepparton (125km). The Mansfield Shire has a current population of
approximately 8,200 residents. The population significantly expands during
weekends and holiday periods as people visit their holiday homes within
the Shire, and/or attend for skiing, walking, cycling, water sports and other
outdoor activities.
Mansfield District Hospital is an acute medical, surgical and obstetric hospital
with an attached Urgent Care Centre. Buckland House Nursing Home
provides 30 beds for high level aged care while Bindaree Retirement Centre
provides 42 aged care beds. The Primary Care Centre provides a visiting
nursing service, community health nursing, a range of allied health services
and health promotion and prevention services to the community. Community
nurses visit Jamieson and Woods Point on a weekly basis.
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97%

77%

On behalf of both the Board and staff of Mansfield District
Hospital we are pleased to introduce our 2016-17 Quality
Account. This publication reports against the quality
indicators and standards set by the Victorian Department
of Health and Human Services. In short, a report about the
quality of the health care that we provide.
The provision of safe and high quality health care is the most important thing
we can do. Through this Account we seek to be transparent and accountable
in providing information that is meaningful and understandable.

Welcome
to our
Quality
Account

As an organisation our mantra is We’re all about People. People form
the basis of everything we do. We are an intrinsic part of the Mansfield
community, providing health care, employment and opportunity. We are
respected and in turn we are respectful. Our patients and residents could
easily be our neighbour or our family. We endeavour to be mindful of this at all
times. Local healthcare is extremely rewarding.
We have a strong and supportive community and its members make up
the majority of users of our service. We have listened to their feedback
about this and previous reports. Importantly they said they wanted greater
human connection; stories about people. They wanted these stories to be
understandable; in plain English. We hope we have accomplished this.
Over the past twelve months we have invited community members and
patients, residents and their families to participate in the development of our
Clinical Services Plan; a document that details the health services we aim
to provide over the next five years. Additionally they have contributed to the
development and review of policies and procedures, are members of various
committees and willingly provide feedback to assist us to keep things in
perspective.
We are extremely proud of our staff. They are highly skilled and committed
to both their community and their health service. Their pride in working for
Mansfield District Hospital is a major contributor to the high standard of care
that we provide. Every staff member’s role has an impact on the quality of
care we deliver and reinforces the fact that We’re all about People.

Philip Officer
Board Chair

Cameron Butler
Chief Executive
Officer

This Quality Account is available to download from our website
www.mdh.org.au. We hope that it is easy to understand, contains
enough stories to make the human connection and not too many graphs.
We welcome your feedback and thanks for being a part of Mansfield
District Hospital.

Philip Officer
Board Chair

Cameron Butler
Chief Executive Officer
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Consumer education and capacity building
Consumers – when we talk about consumers we are referring to any
person who uses our services. This includes patients in our hospital,
residents in aged care and clients of our community services.
At MDH we have a commitment to involving our consumers, carers and the
broader community to support us in maintaining the high quality of healthcare
we provide.
MDH has a Community Advisory Committee whose role is to provide a
structured partnership between consumers, the community and MDH. This
partnership supports MDH to:
• be responsive to consumer, carer and community input;
• address the diverse needs and preferences of consumers and carers
by listening to, understanding and responding to their experiences and
expectations about health care;
• work with consumers in the design, development, planning and delivery of
care;
• enable consumers, carers and community members to participate in
organisational processes, including planning, improvement and monitoring
of healthcare;
We also have consumer and/or community representation on our Safety and
Quality and Audit and Risk Committees.

NOLA’S STORY
Why did I volunteer to join the Mansfield District Hospital Safety and Quality Committee?
I guess as someone who has always worked full time, studied part time for years and balanced family
responsibilities with daily life, I really didn’t think I had enough hours in my day to volunteer for anything.
Also, I wondered as one who likes challenges, what would grab my interest and hold it!
Then the time arrived when my Mum was admitted to Buckland House and I realized how much other busy
people can do with their time. I felt immense gratitude for the speed with which Mum was accommodated after
a fall at our home, first in the Hospital then moved into Buckland with great assistance from her doctors and
Hospital staff. I saw the generosity and kindness of others. We were counselled and assisted in every way.
It was time to start “giving back” albeit rather belatedly.
After an emailed response to a small item in the local paper, I was welcomed and have very much enjoyed
feeling my way. I see other busy people giving of their time and making their contribution. I have found a place
I can participate, bring ideas, speak up, listen hard and continue to grow. Every day is a learning experience. I
am conscious of news items and comments about medical issues that inform my thinking. I see and hear the
wonderful staff at the Hospital, Bindaree and Buckland and the work they do for this community and those just
passing through.
The Hospital has become a very important part of my life. I am encouraged to bring my background and
knowledge to the table. I feel accepted, I feel supported and I feel valued. I am gaining so much personally
from this act of giving of myself and my time to such a worthy cause. I am grateful for the experience.
A sincere thank you to all I encounter for your welcome, your patience and kindness.
Nola Andrews
Bonnie Doon
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Improving care for our Aboriginal patients
At MDH we are committed to providing culturally responsive care to our
Aboriginal staff, clients and patients.
In May 2017 we underwent a Cultural Responsiveness Audit to determine
areas where we are doing well and areas for improvement
We found that we have:
• Representation on the Ghadaba Local Indigenous Network (GLIN)
• Aboriginal health outcomes in our diversity framework
• Accurately recorded Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander status on each
admission
• Provided Aboriginal Cultural Awareness Training to all staff
• Recognised and participated in NAIDOC and reconciliation week
• Welcoming staff
We found we need to improve our:
• Aboriginal friendly waiting area materials
• Links with Aboriginal specific health services
• Website to include Aboriginal specific resources, links and services
• Approach to our use of welcome and acknowledgement to country

NAIDOC picture display
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Ensuring MDH supports our culturally
diverse population
To ensure the best outcome for consumers with communication needs
MDH has a number of approaches and accesses professionally qualified
interpreters when required.
Communication boards support our diverse population
In 2016 we developed, in conjunction with East Hume Regional
Communication Services, a series of communication sheets in the form of
laminated A4 colour pictures. They are located at reception of Mansfield
District Hospital and Bindaree Retirement Centre and are always on view for
easy access for anyone to use.
The communication sheets consist of three sheets with easy to recognise
symbols/pictures and photos of local buildings and hospital services. The
fourth sheet is an alphabet board.
We feel very confident that in the event we have someone with difficulties in
verbal communication either due to illness, permanent impairment or nonEnglish speaking we can use this important tool to better understand how we
can assist them. Having a visual tool to communicate helps our clients and
takes away the stress and anxiety of not being able to communicate what
they need. This allows MDH staff to be confident in the care they deliver.

Implementation of the Child Safe
Standards
Victoria has introduced compulsory minimum standards for organisations that
provide services for children to help protect children from abuse.
To ensure our compliance with the new standards MDH has implemented new
policies, renewed our recruitment processes to ensure all new staff employed
have a Working with Children Check. We are staging the implementation of
Working with Children Checks for staff already employed by MDH.

Strengthening MDH’s response to family
violence
Compared with other Local Government Areas in the Region, Mansfield’s
statistics for reported family violence in 2016 ranked 7 out of 12 with 1251
occasions having increased since 2009 where the number of reported
incidents was 399.
Mansfield Shire: family
violence incidents reported
to police, 2009 to 2016
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MDH is addressing our response to family violence in two ways.
Our first way is in the implementation of the Strengthening Hospital
Responses to Family Violence (SHRFV) Service Model. MDH is now
implementing a work plan to better identify and respond to family violence
and build networks with local service providers.
Our second approach is via prevention and awareness raising. This includes
White Ribbon Day Awareness activities that have been implemented in
Mansfield since 2013
In 2016 in partnership with the Mansfield Shire we targeted leading male
figures in the community to become family violence champions and White
Ribbon Day supporters. This resulted in 2 significant events. The Football
Club hosted the Goulburn Valley Football League White Ribbon match which
was an enormous success and over 200 people attended the annual White
Ribbon Day march on the 25 November.
An email survey completed by adult participants 3 months after the march
suggested that the 2016 march had attracted a high number of first time
marchers (66%). Of these,
• 69% reported that they had encouraged others to be involved in activities
that raise awareness about family violence,
• 15% had helped someone experiencing family violence,
• 69% felt there should be more education in the community about
Respectful Relationships, and
• 61% felt there should be mentoring programs for young people, and
locally based Men’s Behaviour change programs.

White Ribbon Event
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Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey
The Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey (VHES) is a state-wide survey
of public healthcare experiences conducted on behalf of the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) to better understand what matters to
the community. MDH surpassed the State benchmark in all areas for patient
satisfaction with their healthcare experience.
WHO IS GIVING US FEEDBACK?
The average age of patients returning the questionnaire – 66 years
Average response rate male 39%
Average response rate female 60%
WHAT WE DO WITH THE DATA?
We use this data to review our care and identify areas that we may be able to
improve.
Overall patient experience
• Quarter 1 result September 99.0%
• Quarter 2 result December 98.5%
• Quarter 3 result March 100%
• Quarter 4 result June 95.6%

Achieved DHHS target of 95%

Thinking about when you left hospital were adequate arrangements
made by the hospital for any services you needed?
86.5% compared to State benchmark 69.4%
Achieved DHHS target of 75%
How often did the doctors, nurses and other healthcare professionals
caring for you explain things in a way you could understand?
98.4% compared to State benchmark 91.9%
Were you given enough notice about when you were going to be
discharged?
82.9% compared to State benchmark 66%
Overall, did you feel you were treated with respect and dignity while
you were in hospital
100% compared to State benchmark 88.6%
JOE’S STORY
Joe is an 86 year old gentleman who lives with his son/carer in a public housing property.
Joe has limited mobility due to arthritis in his knees and a previous hip replacement. He
currently uses a wheelchair and has a vision impairment. Joe’s son also has major health
issues and this affects their ability to manage without assistance.
Joe

Joe was initially referred by his General Practitioner to the Visiting Nursing Service at MDH
to assess for additional social and medical support in his own home. The Visiting Nursing
Service engaged our Social Worker and Occupational Therapist for assistance. Home
care, shopping assistance and financial counselling were provided by Mansfield Shire. The
Department of Housing agreed to renovate the bathroom and install ramps to support Joe
to stay at home.
Joe said “I am thrilled with the shopping assistance that I get on Tuesdays, which is Seniors’
discount day and I thought that it would be more difficult to get the ramp installed. This
means I can now get out the back to the clothesline and to the workshop. I thought it might
be charity and did not want that, but it was different. The different ideas from everyone have
been helpful. It has been great my wishes have been acknowledged and all the staff worked
together to make things easier for me and my son.”

8
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Providing care to residents of our smaller
communities (Jamieson) – Steve and
Carol’s story
STEVE AND CAROL’S STORY
Steve and Carol live in Jamieson and have had a long involvement with
MDH. Both of their families received services for many years.
Steve’s mum and dad have both been patients in MDH.
“I couldn’t fault any of the staff. My family has been going to the hospital
since 1958,” said Steve.
Carol stated “My mum and dad and family have all been to the hospital.
My granddaughter was born in MDH and her dad received Community
Nursing before he passed away.”
Steve has been receiving Community Nursing for many years and has been
seen by a variety of Visiting and Community Nurses. “They’ve all been great.
I haven’t had a problem with any of them.”

Steve and Carol

Steve attends MDH monthly for his Tysabri infusion.
When he first commenced his Tysabri infusions he had to travel to Box Hill.
The Multiple Sclerosis Nurse from Box Hill came to MDH to show the nurses
how to give the infusion.
Steve stated this was a great help to him and Carol eliminating the need to
travel to Melbourne every month.
He said there were a couple of hiccups at the start –“They forgot to send
the infusion up twice. Now they order a backup dose so we haven’t had any
problems for a long time.”
“The other thing they do is they administer it to me on a Thursday when
Helmut (Steve’s Neurologist) and the nurses are available to take phone calls.
This is in case the nurses have any problems with the infusion. This means if
anything goes wrong or the nurses are worried about anything they can get it
sorted out with a phone call. They don’t usually keep me waiting for too long
and always offer me a cuppa. I can’t fault any of them.”
Both Steve and Carol expressed their gratitude for the home nursing services
they have received. Carol stated their visits give her peace of mind.

Community Speech Pathology – A new
service for MDH
Our Community Speech Pathologist, Kristy provides assessment and
intervention to children in kindergarten through to secondary school in the
Mansfield shire. This service is a combination of time spent in local schools
and kindergartens and 4 hours a week devoted to seeing school aged
children in the Primary Care Centre.
Kristy is employed by MDH to provide a weekly school based speech
pathology service to Mansfield Primary School, St Mary’s Primary School and
Mansfield Secondary College. This service initially focussed on the assessment
and diagnosis of students and the implementation of strategies and programs
to support the learning needs of identified students in the classroom.

Mansfield District Hospital QUALITY ACCOUNT 2016 – 2017
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This was achieved by regularly meeting with individual teachers, attending
staff and planning meetings and running professional learning sessions.
Currently the service model primarily follows whole of class interventions. The
main focus is to improve staff capacity to manage students who experience
difficulties with their learning in the classroom environment with an emphasis
on teaching strategies focusing on oral language and phonics to support
early language and literacy development. Kristy currently team teaches the
Oral Language Supports Early Literacy (OLSEL) program to all Foundation
level students supporting oral language and vocabulary development.
Kristy is a member of the literacy team at Mansfield Secondary College and
is supporting the college to develop and implement a whole school literacy
plan. Mansfield Secondary College was recently showcased as an exemplar
school for their innovative approach to literacy by including a speech
pathologist in their literacy team.
The Little Learners Program currently runs in 4 year old kindergarten at
Mansfield Kindergarten and The Farmhouse. Children completed a speech
and language screening assessment at the start of the year which identified
students with delayed language or speech skills and those who required
further assessment/intervention with the Primary Care Centre Speech
Pathologist Elenor Jack-Browning. Kindergarten teachers were offered the
opportunity to team teach oral language sessions with the speech pathologist
targeting oral language, vocabulary and early literacy skills. Currently two
classes are running in this format with pleasing results. Classes are receiving
small group intervention following the pull out model targeting specific
students with speech and language delays.

JANE PIMLOTT, STUDENT SERVICES LEADER
St Mary’s Primary School
Our school has been utilising the services of Speech Pathologist, Kristy
for this last year. Kristy supports our school by offering a number of
professional services:
• She team teaches with our Foundation Teachers supporting the
development of an Oral Language program,
• She has developed structured small group programs for children with
similar needs regarding their speech and language development,
Kristy in action at St Mary’s
Primary School

• She comprehensively assesses our students’ language and literacy
skills, providing practical strategies and recommendations to teachers
and parents, and
• She will attend Parent Support Meetings to work with the team
(parents, teachers and other professionals alike) to ensure every child’s
unique learning needs are catered for.
In addition to the services listed above provided Kristy has worked hard
within our school to build teacher capacity. She has also expanded our
language and literacy resources. Her passion for language and literacy is
infectious and her caring, professional manner and dedication reassures
concerned parents that their child’s unique needs will be identified and
addressed.
It is a pleasure to have Kristy as part of our amazing team at St Mary’s.

10
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DONNA HIGGINS
Mother of child receiving intervention
My son turned 13 today. After delivering birthday cheesecakes to his
school for his class I bumped into another mum.
“Thanks Donna, you’re a life saver!”
Accepting the compliment, I then enquired why.
A few months ago we had been talking about how she thought her son
would benefit from speech pathology. I had recommended Kristy at the
Primary Care Centre at MDH.
We both commented how professional, dedicated, bright and happy
Kristy was and how wonderful she was with our children. How if one
method did not work she would come back with a different method until
our children were comfortable in what she was asking of them.
My son was recently diagnosed with Autism, Dyslexia and Dysgraphia.
He has enjoyed the one on one time with Kristy and it is wonderful as a
Mum to see him growing in confidence with reading and spelling.
Thanks Kristy, you’re a lifesaver!

Innovation and Managing Chronic Illness –
Our involvement in the iPro2 clinical trial
The Medtronic Continuous Monitoring System (CGMS) iPro2
Programme Clinic Trial
Mansfield District Hospital Primary Care Centre conducted an iPro2 Clinic in
2017 with support from Medtronic.
The iPro2 Clinic trial involves the person with diabetes wearing a continuous
glucose monitoring sensor for one week. The sensor is inserted under the
skin and continuously monitors glucose levels. At the end of the week, the
iPro2 sensor is removed and the information is downloaded to be reviewed
by the participant and their diabetes team.
This information can:
• Reveal glycaemic (blood glucose or “sugar” levels) variability,
• Identify glucose trends that the person with diabetes or the health
professional is missing with normal “finger pricks”, and
• Provide information needed to support people to manage their diabetes
so they have the best possible outcomes.
The reason for this clinic: People with diabetes can experience glycaemic
variability (blood glucose levels which go up and down a lot) including short
term complications such as hypoglycaemia (low blood glucose levels),
hyperglycaemia (high blood glucose levels) and hypo-unawareness (when
people have low blood glucose but do not feel any of the symptoms). Short
term complications can seriously affect a person’s health and well-being and
ultimately increase the risk of developing long term complications.

Mansfield District Hospital QUALITY ACCOUNT 2016 – 2017
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Outcome: This information can:
• Increase confident decision making i.e. insulin dose adjustments or a
change in insulin regime,
• Result in improved diabetes management by revealing and linking lifestyle
behaviours and the impact on glycaemia (blood glucose levels),
• Create a unique teaching opportunity for people with diabetes,
• Clients who have a discrepancy between the HbA1c and their log books,
and
• Unrecognised nocturnal hypoglycaemia (low blood glucose levels
overnight) and post prandial hyperglycaemia. (High blood glucose levels
after meals).

Lorelle attends the iPro2 clinical trial as it helps to
“To find out where I stand. I’d like to know why my sugars fall and why
they go up so much and if I need to make changes I will, such as the
way I eat or my insulin dosage”.

Barry says the iPro2 clinical trial
“Revealed a more definitive picture of my diabetes.
Having the 24 hour monitor for seven days told me where the trigger
points were. For example I might crave a chocolate muffin at 10 pm but
I will think, Ok I won’t have that.
The spikes (high blood glucose levels) often occurred when I’m working
and so it is helpful to be more mindful (about food and activity).
At this stage I feel my diabetes is well managed and I’m on less
insulin now.”

Annette, our credentialled
Diabetes Educator
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Complaints/feedback
164 Compliments

61

22 Complaints

13

All complaints have been closed and resolved following thorough investigation.

Quality and
safety

Introducing Patient Diaries to support our
innovative care
Patient Diaries have been developed and implemented for our patients on the
Acute Ward.
There is strong evidence that Patient Diaries significantly improve patient
outcomes. MDH aims to provide exceptional quality care to patients and their
families and this is assisted by using diaries for patients with a chronic illness
who have lengthy hospital stays, palliative patients and patients awaiting
permanent placement to Buckland House or Bindaree.
The diary remains with the patient on discharge or if a patient deceases is
forwarded to the family.
“The diary is great for family. We can easily see what has happened
during each day. Especially good for patients who have memory
problems and can’t tell family what has happened during the day.”

Investment in education and our future
In 2016-17 Mansfield District Hospital supported 77 students from a variety
of disciplines to gain valuable clinical experience. Students were supported
in many clinical environments, including, physiotherapy, nursing, aged care
and community health. MDH supported a total of 744 clinical placement
days over the year and a total of 41 different clinical placements. For the first
time in 2016-17 MDH introduced clinical placements to Bindaree Retirement
Centre, where enrolled and registered nursing students were given valuable
learning experiences caring for residents in this environment. We also
developed relationships with other education providers who service our local
community to establish career pathways for our local people and support our
workforce into the future. MDH is committed to providing high quality clinical
placement experiences and has teamed with Going Rural to provide ongoing
support and training for staff. Student feedback over the year has remained
positive and students have enjoyed placements. They felt supported and
gained good clinical exposure.

Hazel, our Registered Nurse and
initiator of Patient Diaries

Clinical Placements
“It enables me to show case the training I have been able to acquire over
the years. Initially, it is hard to have the confidence straight away and it
takes a while to settle in and build a rapport. It helps me feel confident
when the patients say they had a good experience after I have done
something for them. Patients respond to me positively when I tell them I
am a student nurse. They are supportive and understand it’s important
for me to gain experience for my role as a nurse.”
Daniel 2017 Charles Sturt University

Students with Jacqui Hill, our
Clinical Consultant, Education
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Education and training is a priority area for MDH. Access to education and
training helps to support the provision of high quality safe patient care. In
2016-17 there were 268 applications for study leave. Education is also
supported by the Hume Region Nurse and Midwifery Education Group.
MDH had 48 participants in their courses in 2016-17. In addition we provided
in house training sessions on 80 occasions.
MDH provides opportunities for nursing graduates by offering 2 graduate
nurse positions. Graduates attend 6 study days with other graduates from
the region and enjoy a week’s experience at the Mt Buller Clinic.
Further employment opportunities have enabled the completion of 2
Australian School Based Apprenticeships from Mansfield Secondary College.

Incident and Adverse Event Reporting
Number of sentinel and adverse events and actions
MDH has not been required to report any Sentinel Events. A sentinel event is
a death or serious injury of a patient resident not due to the natural course of
the their illness.
MDH continuously monitors all adverse events that occur. These are thoroughly
investigated and reported to inform both our staff and our Board of Management
of these events as well as identify areas we may be able to improve.
2016-17 MDH staff reported 456 Clinical Adverse Events.
Total incidents

Falls reporting

456 incidents

256 falls

20

14

This increase reflects the high
number of near misses and falls
without injuries. In an effort to
reduce falls across all areas of MDH
hourly rounding has been introduced
and this method of communication
with patients and residents has been
shown to decrease serious falls.

Medical incidents

Pressure injury

85

18 reported

Medication incidents
have been thoroughly
investigated. Education
has been provided to
staff and improvements
have been made to
our documentation
processes.

Two pressure injuries have
developed whilst in care
within our acute facility and
another ten were identified
on admission. Within our
aged care facilities eight
pressure injuries developed
and were managed and
eliminated.

Actions are taken to prevent the reoccurrence of adverse events have
included:
• Strengthening analysis and investigation of incidents where potential for
harm is high. These cases individually undergo rigorous review by the
medical and nursing staff involved and where required recommendations
and actions are tracked until all those made are completed.

John in pharmacy

• Ongoing falls prevention risk assessment of all residents/patients is in
place to enable staff to implement strategies to reduce the risk of harm
or injury from a fall. Continued use of red socks, mobility assessment by
the physiotherapist, leaving the environment of the resident/patient clear
and uncluttered, the continued use of electronic alarms which alert staff
to movement by the resident/patient who is not able to walk without
support.
• Action to prevent error with medication administration is ongoing, further
strengthening of strategies in place relate to the staff member not being
interrupted during the administration round by the wearing of a vest
which alerts others not to interrupt them at that point while they are
administering medication.

14
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Our Staff Matter
Staff survey – People Matter survey

Survey Response

53%

5.4%
on 2016

Overall
Job Satisfaction

change
on 2016
85% No

Impartiality in decision-making

Our Values

84% Integrity

Manager
demonstrates
objectivity

Workgroup
demonstrates
objectivity

81%

83%

6% on 2016

5% on 2016

Honesty and
integrity within
on 2016 workplace dealings

10%

75% Accountability

Respect

Agree their
workgroup uses
time and resources
on 2016 efficiently

Workgroup treats
each other with
respect

6%

Engagement
Index

79%

No change
on 2016

77%

86%

9% on 2016

Agree recruitment
is based on merit
and having right
skills for the job

8%

on 2016

Sufficient information
provided about change

67%
Cope well
with change

3%

on 2016

Kept well
informed
about change

74% 67%
14%

on 2016

19%

on 2016

Redress
Confident to
approach manager to
discuss concerns

85%

8%

on 2016

Patient Safety

97%

Understand
clearly what to do

93%

Agree thorough/
objective investigation
following grievance

69%

8%

on 2016

Wellbeing

4%

on 2016

Role
enablers

86%

3% on 2016

70%

11% on 2016

1% on 2016
Role Clarity

11%

on 2016

Merit

Gender identity not
a barrier to success

Leading Change

77%

Authority, skills
abilities to do
my job

Agree team leader/
manager support
to manage
absences

Action Plan – What we will do
and
Make survey
1 Develop
3 Include
communicate 2 results and
summary
to all staff
overall
summary
information of
key survey
results.

benchmark
reports available
for discussion
and feedback
within
Departments
/Units.

survey results
and action
plan initiatives
in mandatory
training
program.

merit
Leadership
and
4 Provide
6 Review
7 Ensure
based refresher 5 education
enhance
effectiveness of
training to
Heads of
Department
and supervisors
involved in
recruitment
procedures.

and
support.

where
possible
workplace
flexibility and
work/life
balance
initiatives.

new employee
orientation and
induction
program
including timely
completion.
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Human resources
The human resource position responsibilities at MDH include administrative
and procedural support and guidance for all aspects of staff employment.
The role draws on relevant employment legislation, industrial relations
requirements and enterprise agreement terms and conditions to ensure job
satisfaction and staff engagement remain high. With our organisational theme
of caring for people, the human resources function balances organisational
HR management and workforce planning obligations with staff health,
wellbeing and advocacy for over 200 highly valued employees.

Accreditation status
Robert, our Human Resources
Manager

Both Aged Care Facilities underwent a ‘spot check’ during the year. This is
where the accrediting body makes an unannounced visit to the home for
a day and reviews an aspect of care. The visit this year looked at infection
control and it is pleasing to report both Bindaree and Buckland House met
all requirements.
The acute hospital underwent annual accreditation in October 2016 in relation
to ISO Standard 9001:2008 and the National Safety and Quality Health
Service Standards which included the areas of governance, partnering with
consumers and preventing and controlling healthcare associated infections.
All the requirements of these topics were met,

Reducing our wastage of blood and
blood products
Blood is considered a costly and precious resource. It is our responsibility to
ensure it is treated carefully and waste is minimal.
Over the past year MDH staff have been working with our pathology in
ensuring our wastage is minimal. Because of our rural isolation MDH holds 2
units of uncrossmatched O Negative blood for emergency use.
This blood type can be used for a variety of reasons, including trauma and
complications with birthing mothers.
Michelle, our Infection Control
Practitioner
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In an effort to reduce our wastage of blood Mansfield has undergone several
audits of our storage system to ensure it meets current standards. This
has been successful and MDH is currently planning education for staff on
managing the blood supply, which will enable us to send the O Negative
blood back to blood bank for use elsewhere prior to the blood’s expiry date.
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Quality and safety

Maintaining high infection control standards
Hand hygiene data

Immunisation rate

State benchmark
of 80%

State benchmark
of 75%

85%

91%

Infection
surveillance data

FULL
COMPLIANCE

FULL COMPLIANCE WITH CLEANING STANDARDS
Very high risk

98.4%

State benchmark 90%

High risk

94.6%

State benchmark 85%

Moderate risk

98.6%

State benchmark 85%

JANET
My name is Janet and I have been working for MDH for 7 years as part
of the domestic services department. In my position I am in close contact
with patients and residents on a daily basis. I also have the joy of working
around different members of staff on all levels throughout the hospital.
Being in the health industry the hospital has to achieve and maintain a
very high and exacting standard. I am continually striving to achieve these
standards and I know my hospital colleagues are very happy with my
efforts, which makes my job all the more rewarding and satisfying.

Janet, part of our domestic
services team

Food Services – Full Compliance
Why I work in the catering team
My name is Naomi, I like working at MDH because we have a great team
of friendly staff across the organisation. I especially like working with the
residents in both Buckland House and Bindaree. The residents have some
fascinating stories from their younger years.
Food is a really important part of the day for a person in either hospital or
aged care. To be able to be part of the catering team and deliver food to our
patients and residents that supports them either back to health or to remain
healthy is very important to me.

Naomi and Libby, part of our
catering team
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Our
Aged Care
Services

Buckland House Nursing Home
A High Country High Tea was held at Buckland House Nursing Home to
celebrate Aged Care Week. It was reminiscent of the high teas of old and
served by the nursing staff to the residents and their families and friends. In
consultation with residents the menu consisted of club sandwiches, beef and
horseradish ribbon sandwiches, Victoria sponges, scones, jam and cream.
Residents enjoyed the opportunity to be able to dress up.

High Country High Tea at Buckland House

JIM AND MARY’S STORY
Jim is an 84 year old resident of Buckland House. He began his life in
Melbourne and was originally part of the RAAF until medically discharged.
He then joined the demolition and construction trade.
Jim married Mary in 1954 and they have now been together for over 63
years, have 6 children and 13 grandchildren. They retired to the area 20
years ago where Jim built a lovely home overlooking Gough’s Bay.
The decision to become a resident of Buckland House was not easy for
Jim and Mary. Jim’s health continued to deteriorate and even with regular
Visiting Nursing support it was determined that a move into Buckland
House was required.
Jim says “The move has been good for me, they have very good meals,
the staff are excellent and the gardens are great to sit in.”
Jim and Mary

Mary says “Jim is much better and healthier since the move to Buckland
House. We are very lucky to be here.”
Mary now spends a lot of time at Buckland House visiting Jim and is also
a consumer member of our Community Advisory Committee and Safety
and Quality Committee. She says “I like helping the community and give
my point of view based on the experiences I have had helping Jim.”
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Our Aged Care Services

Bindaree Retirement Centre
One of the greatest improvements for Bindaree residents was the 20 new
arm chairs that arrived in December 2016.
These were custom made with 50mm extra height for residents to get in and
out of easily. They are winged and high back for comfort. Residents provided
feedback requesting additional cushions which were ordered in matching fabric.
Discussions with staff a few months later had positive results; residents no
longer struggled to get out of chairs, manual handling for staff had reduced
and cleaning is easy with the waterproof fabric specifically for aged care.

RAY’S STORY
It’s long been known that volunteering, social activity and community
engagement bring fun and fulfilment to your life and Ray is certainly proof
of this philosophy.
Enjoying an active and rewarding life Ray grew up in Melbourne. As a
teenager Ray was awarded the prestigious Queen Scout Award – the
highest youth award in the Scouting movement. Demanding a standard
of excellence the award laid many foundations and opportunities for Ray
including his love of travel and engaging with people from all walks of life.
As a young man Ray spent many years working abroad, engaging and
building lifelong relationships.

Ray

Moving to Mansfield 14 years ago to be nearer to his family Ray continued
travelling. However after his health deteriorated in recent years Ray started
to find it increasingly difficult to maintain his independence and to continue
to participate in social activities. At risk of isolation Ray was encouraged
to seek more support and after a stint of respite at Bindaree he made the
“terrific” decision to call Bindaree home.
Over the last 6 months with specialised and personalised care and support,
Ray been able to enjoy many of his favourite pastimes including contributing
to his local community and heading down town on his scooter!
As a volunteer at Mansfield’s Vinnies store Ray is part of a strong team
kept busy categorising, pricing and preparing all the quirky donated items
for display. Having a strong customer service background as a friendly
butcher in his working days Ray hasn’t had any problems learning all the
tricks of the retail trade!
At Bindaree, Ray enjoys the camaraderie with other residents by never
missing the morning and afternoon tea social gatherings in the Collie
Lounge. Social activity and quality care helps maintain Ray’s happy
disposition, and with a great sense of humour Ray enjoys giving a bit of
cheek to staff.
Ray is an avid reader enjoying historical novels and travel journals of
faraway places and is appreciative of Bindarees visiting local library
program. He is fiercely keen to maintain an active lifestyle. He is often
seen walking with other Bindaree residents in the morning enjoying the
hustle and bustle along Highett Street.
Ray never lets a challenge go by, hence he is keen to start iPad lessons
and has offered to be in discussions for the establishment of a Bindaree
Book Club.
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Excellence
in continuity
of care

Our Operating Theatre
People coming to Mansfield District Hospital for surgery are cared for in our
perioperative service. Perioperative care is the care given to patients before,
during and after surgery.
The theatre staff appreciate that a visit to the operating theatre can be
stressful. They constantly aim to provide the best possible care so that
the patient’s time spent within the theatre environment is comfortable and
safe. Our skilled medical consultants, General Practitioner anaesthetists
and nurses are passionate about their work and continually obtain excellent
results for the people of our community.
On arrival to the hospital patients are met by a qualified registered nurse
and are escorted to the admission/recovery/discharge area to ensure a safe
passage pre, intra and post-surgery. From the time of admission to the time
of discharge every effort is made to ensure the patient’s visit is as comfortable
as possible, from the warm blanket on admission, to the caring Operating
Theatre staff, to the cup of tea and sandwiches prior to discharge home.
At MDH we are fortunate to have an innovative theatre complex of one wellresourced operating theatre and one procedural room. Services offered in our
operating theatre complex include:
• A range of surgery from general surgery, endoscopies, simple
orthopaedics and gyneacology,
• A post anaesthetic unit (PACU) – to care for patients when the anaesthetic
wears off, and
• A central sterilising department – providing sterilising services for MDH.

Theatre in action

Introducing PROMPT to our Maternity
Education
Making childbirth safer, together
During 2017 MDH implemented the PROMPT (PRactical Obstetric MultiProfessional Training) education to our clinical team. PROMPT is an evidence
based multi-professional training package for obstetric emergencies. It is
associated with direct improvements in perinatal outcomes and has been
proven to improve knowledge, clinical skills and team working.
As part of this education, staff have focused on severe hypertension/preeclampsia, post-partum haemorrhage with an emphasis on teamwork,
equipment and our protocols.
“It made me aware that we need more simple work instructions
surrounding some of our processes”
“Very valuable day to find where things are and to go through the steps
that would happen in a real situation”

PROMPT in action
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Excellence in continuity of care

Feedback from our new mothers
“The care we received from the start until we left was exceptional.
We were so appreciative of your big smiles, good humour and relaxed
nature of everyone. We couldn’t think of a better place to welcome our
daughter”
“Thankyou for all of your help, advice, care and support on the birth of
our first son. Your kindness will never be forgotten”
“We are so fortunate to have such amazing people in our community
and we cannot thank you enough”
PROMPT in action

“You are all so professional and it is so obvious you all love your jobs”

REGULAR DIALYSIS DOESN’T STOP GRAHAM
Graham Padbury is an 82 year old client of MDH’s dialysis unit. Graham
moved to Mansfield as a Primary School Teacher and worked at Mansfield
Primary School for 13 years prior to his retirement.
Funnily enough Graham taught Rose Stubbs, one of his dialysis nurses
when she was in grade 3. Rose says “I fondly remember being taught by
Graham, he used to tell jokes and treated us kindly. We used to go on
nature walks and call into the milk bar for an ice-cream on the way home,
discovering that the lady behind the counter was his girlfriend, the now
Mrs Nell Padbury.”
When Graham reached his late forties his kidney function began to slowly
decline until he needed to commence haemodialysis.
Graham

How does Graham find dialysis? “It is time consuming. Everything revolves
around dialysis and it is very demanding on your family especially.”
Nell finds it difficult to create tasty nutritious meals whilst employing the
limitations of a renal diet. Despite Graham’s health problems he maintains
his sporting pursuits by playing bowls twice per week. He says “I have
never won a championship but I’m there having a go.”
Graham and Nell have a very supportive family who keep a close eye on
Graham and reprimand him when he is doing things he shouldn’t. The two
are a formidable pair who have been married for 60 years.
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Excellence in continuity of care

MEETING THE CHALLENGES FOR OUR CLIENTS TO REMAIN
AT HOME
Sheila is an 85 year old lady whose goal and wish is to remain independent
in her own home.
Nursing care has been provided by the Mansfield Visiting Nursing Service
over an 8 year period with the level of service increasing and decreasing
to meet Sheila’s needs as discussed at the time with Sheila and the nurse.
Sheila’s family are also involved and notified of these decisions.
Sometimes Sheila requires hospitalisations. Following discharge the Visiting
Nurses increase their care in order to ‘keep me on track’ says Sheila.
Sheila

Sheila values the collaboration between her family and the Visiting Nursing
Services as it gives her the confidence and security to remain in her own home.
Independence and being at home are very important to Sheila. With
decreased mobility as her ‘legs don’t always work’ making it at times ‘a
struggle to be at home’ on her own, Sheila values the visits that have her
‘keeping on track’.

WHY WORKING AND LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY WORKS
I have been a nurse, publican, business owner, and now…I am a
maintenance man at MDH.
I get to fix the things that don’t talk back. I get to talk to the patients
without worrying about observations and drip rates and I also get to
socialise with all the staff because my daily journey takes me to all corners
of our hospital.

Paul, our maintenance man

The maintenance department is a strange beast, where grey area jobs can
fall into our basket. We get to transport patients, be interior decorators,
barbecue cooks, security guards, landscape gardeners, counsellors…all
whilst reacting to equipment breakdowns, and undertaking preventative
maintenance tasks. Sometimes it’s not about role descriptions and
performance indicators. Sometimes it’s about helping patients when the
ward is full and everyone is run off their feet. Sometimes it’s about doing
the most menial task that means the absolute world to a lonely elderly
resident.
Sometimes it means working in an environment that has its unique
challenges. My father-in-law was recently admitted for an extended
hospice stay where he lost his battle with cancer. I passed his door a
hundred times as I watched him deteriorate, but was grateful that my job
allowed those extra moments, a simple wave with screw driver in hand,
two seconds to dart in and remind him he was not alone. I also forged
extraordinary bonds with health colleagues through impromptu updates in
a pan room, often leading to tears and hugs.
People often ask what I do as a maintenance man. I make a difference and
contribute to a person’s wellbeing, even if the task is menial and I’m not in
the front line. I get to belong to a team of extraordinary people that operate
in an extraordinary environment. I get to do many things, I am many
things…I am the maintenance man.
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Your
feedback

Tell us what you think
Please return the completed form to:
Chief Executive Officer
Reply Paid 139
Mansfield VIC 3724

19–25
56–65

26–35
66–75

How much of the report did you read?

All
A little

Most
None

Was the report easy to understand?

Very Easy
Difficult

Easy
Very Difficult?

Did you find the report informative?

Yes

No

Did you enjoy reading the report?

Yes

No

What is your age?

15–18
46–55

36–45
Over 75

Do you have any comments or suggestions about how we could improve the report?

Thank you for your time to help us improve our services.

53 Highett Street, Mansfield 3722
PO Box 139, Mansfield 3724
Tel: (03) 5775 8800
Fax: (03) 5775 1352
Email: reception.main@mdh.org.au
www.mdh.org.au

